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Canister/cylinder type

Vacuum cleaner
BGL8SI59AU black
BGL8SI59AU

The quietest vacuum cleaner (59 dB[A])*
● Washable HEPA hygienic filter: suitable for allergy sufferers.

The exhaust air is cleaner than the normal air in your house —
without the need to buy any other products

● QuattroPower System: Bosch's performance technology for
outstanding cleaning results with low energy consumption

● Incredibly quiet sound level (59 dB[A]) thanks to the
integrated SilenceSound System™

● Extra-long cable and 15 m operating radius minimize the
tedious task of changing sockets

● Washable HEPA hygienic filter: suitable for allergy sufferers.
The exhaust air is cleaner than the normal air in your house —
without the need to buy any other products

Technical Data
Net weight (kg) :  8.1
Gross weight (kg) :  10.0
Dimensions of the product (mm) :  275 x 320 x 480
Standard number of units per pallet :  24
Pallet dimensions :  200 x 80 x 120
Maximum Power (W) :  650
Frequency (Hz) :  50
Length of main cable :  12.0
Plug type :  AU plug
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Optional accessories
BBZ082BD : Floor nozzle
BBZ11BF : AirFresh System
BBZ123HD : Hard floor nozzle
BBZ154HF : HEPA filter
BBZ41FGALL : vacuum cleaner bag
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Vacuum cleaner
BGL8SI59AU black
BGL8SI59AU

The quietest vacuum cleaner (59 dB[A])*

Performance

- QuattroPower System: Bosch's performance technology for
outstanding cleaning results with low energy consumption

- PowerProtect System: for long-lasting cleaning performance,
even when the bag fills up

- The PowerProtect dustbag ensures high performance when
the bag fills up. Less dustbag changes. Less follow-up costs

- For up to 60%*** more suction power (with partly filled
dustbag) and best performance of your appliance we
recommend usage of PowerProtect Dustbags, Type G ALL

- SilenceSound System™: innovative insulation materials, motor
suspension, optimized airflow and sound reduced accessories
result in an ultra quiet operation of 59 dB(A)

Hygiene

- Replacement dustbags: Type G ALL

Comfort

- Especially quiet switchable roller nozzle SilentClean Premium
clip type lock for extra powerful cleaning performance

- Hard floor nozzle especially developed for in-depth cleaning
of floors with crevices and gaps like tiles and floor boards.
Suitable for gentle cleaning of sensitive floors like parquet

- 3 accessories clipped to the telescopic tube: crevice nozzle,
upholstery nozzle and furniture brush

- Telescopic tube with clip-type lock

- Ergo Premium handle for effortless vacuuming

- Dust bag capacity 5 l

- Operating radius: 15 m

- Automatic cable rewind

- Variable suction control

- Electronic dust bag change indicator

- Transparent AirBumper™ for perfect furniture and wall
protection

- 4 castors for extra manouevrability,soft coated for protection
of hard floors

- Parking and storage aids

- Weight: 5.9 kg (cylinder only)

- *** Suction power with partly filled dust bag (400 g) in
comparison to Siemens / Bosch Type G dust
bags without PowerProtect Technology, tested in an appliance
of BSGL5… / VSZ5… range

* in the German, Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Norwegian, French and
Turkish market for vacuum cleaners with dustbag


